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Today’s Roadmap
I.

FRCP Rule 23

II. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes
et al.
III. Daubert standard as it applies to the
requirements of Rule 23
a) Supreme Court precedent
b) Circuit Split
IV. State courts’ reactions to Dukes
V. Class certification strategies for
plaintiffs post-Dukes
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FRCP Rule 23: Class Actions
a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class
may sue or be sued as representative parties on
behalf of all members only if all of the following
conditions are met:
1) Numerosity – the class is so numerous that
joinder of all members is impracticable;
2) Commonality – there are questions of law
or fact common to the class;
3) Typicality – the claims or defenses of the
representative parties are typical of the
claims or defenses of the class; and
4) Adequacy – the representative parties will
fairly and adequately protect the interests of
the class.
7
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FRCP Rule 23
b) Types of Class Actions: A class action may be
maintained if Rule 23(a) is satisfied and if:
1) separate actions would create a risk of:
A. inconsistent or varying adjudications
with respect to individual class members
that would establish incompatible
standards of conduct for the party
opposing the class; or
B. adjudication with respect to individual
class members that, as a practical
matter, would be dispositive of the
interests of the other members not
parties to the individual adjudications or
would substantially impair or impede
their ability to protect their interests;
8
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FRCP Rule 23
2) the party opposing the class has acted or refused to act on grounds that apply
generally to the class, so that final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory
relief is appropriate respecting the class as a whole;
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FRCP Rule 23
3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact common to class members predominate
over any questions affecting only individual members, and that a class action is superior to
other available methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating the controversy. The matters
pertinent to these findings include:
A. the class members’ interests in individually controlling the prosecution or defense
of separate actions;
B. the extent and nature of any litigation concerning the controversy already begun by
or against class members;
C. the desirability or undesirability of concentrating the litigation of the claims in the
particular forum; and
D. the likely difficulties in managing a class action.

10
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Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes et al.,
131 S.Ct. 2541 (2011)
• In 2001, plaintiffs representing current and
former female employees of Wal-Mart Stores,
Inc. filed suit pursuant to the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 alleging that Wal-Mart maintained a
corporate policy that discriminates against
women with regard to pay and promotions.
• Plaintiffs’ attorneys sought to certify a class of
1.5 million current and former Wal-Mart
workers, which at the time would have been
the largest class ever certified.
• District Court ruled in favor of class
certification under FRCP 23(b)(2).
• The Ninth Circuit affirmed.
11
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Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes et al.,
131 S.Ct. 2541 (2011)
• The Supreme Court found that there was no
“common answer” to the various plaintiffs’ various
issues.
o Plaintiffs had not demonstrated a general
corporate policy of discrimination.
o Key facts such as the positions of the Plaintiffs,
their supervisors and tenure varied from
plaintiff to plaintiff.
• The Court found that the millions of decisions
alleged to be discriminatory were made
independently of one another.
• The Court also held that claims for monetary relief
not incidental to injunctive or declaratory relief
cannot be certified under Rule 23(b)(2).
12
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Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes et al.,
131 S.Ct. 2541 (2011)
• Certiorari was neither sought nor granted on the issue of whether the Daubert standard
applies to expert testimony offered in support of class certification.
• However, the Court stated in dicta in its majority opinion:

• The District Court concluded that Daubert did not apply to expert testimony at the
class certification stage of class-action proceedings. We doubt that this is so....

13
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Daubert Standard
• Daubert et al. v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc. addressed the role of the trial court
in assessing the admissibility of expert testimony offered at trial. 509 U.S. 579, 592
(1993).
• The Supreme Court charged trial courts with the function of gatekeeper, keeping junk
science out of the courtroom. See Kumho Tire Co. Ltd. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 137,
159 (1999).

14
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Post-Dukes Circuit Split
Daubert-light: In re Zurn Pex Plumbing Prods. Liab. Litig.
644 F.3d 604 (8th Cir. 2011)
• After Dukes, without clear direction from the
Supreme Court, courts continued to take
different approaches to the application of
Daubert at the class certification stage.
• The Eighth Circuit, for example, rejected the
Defendant’s argument for a “full and
conclusive” Daubert review in In re Zurn.
• Instead, the Court affirmed the District
Court’s “focused” Daubert review that
examined the reliability of the expert
evidence “in light of the existing state of the
evidence and with Rule 23’s requirements in
mind.” In re Zurn, 644 F.3d at 613.
15
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Post-Dukes Circuit Split – 8th Circuit

Daubert-light: In re Zurn Pex Plumbing Prods. Liab. Litig.,
644 F.3d 604 (8th Cir. 2011)
• The Court noted that “the main purpose of
Daubert exclusion is to protect juries from
being swayed by dubious scientific testimony,
an interest not implicated at the class
certification stage where the judge is the
decision maker.” Id. at 613.
• The Court’s decision was impacted by:
• the preliminary nature of the motion,
and
• the fact that the Defendant had sought
bifurcated discovery, which lead to a
limited record at class certification.
16
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Post-Dukes Circuit Split – 3rd Circuit

Daubert-light: Behrend v. Comcast Corp.,
655 F.3d 182 (3rd Cir. 2011)
• The Third Circuit held in Comcast that the trial
court must evaluate whether “an expert is
presenting a model which could evolve to
become admissible evidence.” Comcast, 655
F.3d at 204 n. 13.

• It is not until trial that the model is “susceptible
to proof … through available evidence common
to the class.” Id.

17
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Summary of Post-Dukes Circuit Split
Circuit

Standard Applied

Noteworthy Case

2d

No standard but court must
act as gatekeeper

In re U.S. Foodservice Inc. Pricing Litigation 729 F.3d 108
(2d Cir. 2013)

3d

Daubert-light

Behrend v. Comcast 655 F.3d 182 (3d Cir .2011)

7th

Full Daubert analysis

Am. Honda Motor Co. v. Allen, 600 F.3d 813 (7th Cir. 2010)

8th

Daubert-light

In re Zurn 644 F.3d 604 (8th Cir. 2011)

9th

Full Daubert analysis

Ellis v. Costco Wholesale Corp. 657 F.3d 970 (9th Cir. 2011)

11th

Full Daubert analysis

Sher v. Raytheon Co., 419 Fed. Appx. 887 (11th Cir. 2011)

1st &
5th

Not addressed or held that
application of Daubert was
not an abuse of discretion
without deciding whether
Daubert is required

In re Neurontin Marketing and Sales Practices Litigation,
422 F.3d 307 (1st Cir. 2013)
Bell v. Ascendant Solutions, Inc., 422 F.3d 2005 (5th Cir.
2005)
18
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The Supreme Court’s Response In Comcast,
133 S.Ct. 1426 (2013)
• The trial court must engage in a “rigorous analysis” when certifying a class, which “will
frequently overlap with the merits of the plaintiff’s underlying claim.” Id.
• “[A] party seeking to maintain a class action must affirmatively demonstrate his
compliance” with the requirements of Rule 23(a). Comcast, 133 S.Ct. at 1432.
• Plaintiffs must demonstrate that the extent of damages is identical for each plaintiff.
• Notably, the Supreme Court did not clarify in Comcast whether Daubert must be applied
to expert testimony at class certification.

19
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“Rigorous Analysis” Requirement:
RBS Citizens, N.A. v. Ross, 667 F.3d 900 (7th Cir. 2012)
• Regardless, the Court has shown that it takes the requirements
set forth in Comcast very seriously.
• In RBS Citizens, N.A. v. Ross, the Seventh Circuit upheld the
certification of hourly bank employees who alleged off-theclock work and a class of assistant branch managers who
alleged that they were misclassified as exempt from overtime.
667 F.3d 900 (7th Cir. 2012)
o The Seventh Circuit distinguished Dukes as requiring
individual inquiries into the discriminatory intent of
thousands of managers, whereas in Ross the plaintiffs
claimed the bank had an “unofficial policy” of not
paying overtime which suggests a “common answer that
potentially drives the resolution of this litigation.”
• The Supreme Court granted the motion to vacate and
remanded for further consideration in light of Comcast. 133
20
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“Rigorous Analysis” Requirement:
Butler v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 702 F.3d 359 (7th Cir. 2012)
• In Butler v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., the Seventh Circuit
granted certification based on the importance of judicial
economy despite the fact that not all Plaintiffs suffered
the injury alleged. 702 F.3d 359 (7th Cir. 2012).
o A class of consumers alleged that the certain
Kenmore-brand frontloading washing machines
using low volumes and temperatures of water
resulted in mold growth and bad odors that
constituted a breach of warranty.
o Defendants argued that the mold problem only
occurred in a small percentage of the types of
washing machines at issue.
o Defendants also objected that the classes covered a
range of models of washing machine and that
varying consumer habits led to the mold in different
machines.

21
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“Rigorous Analysis” Requirement:
Butler v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 133 S.Ct. 2768 (2013)
o The Supreme Court granted certiorari on the question of:
o whether Rule 23(b)(3)’s predominance requirement could be met on grounds of
judicial economy, and
o whether a class may be certified even though a majority of the members did not
experience the injury at issue.

o The Court vacated the Circuit Court’s decision and remanded.

22
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A Varied Landscape Nonetheless Remains:
Butler v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 702 F.3d 359 (7th Cir. 2012)
• On remand, the Seventh Circuit, namely Judge Posner, reinstated its judgment
granting certification. Butler v. Sears, Roebuck and Co., 727 F.3d 796 (2013).
• “If issues of liability are genuinely common issues, and the damages of individual
class members can be readily determined in individual hearings, in settlement
negotiations, or by creation of subclasses, the fact that damages are not identical
across all class members should not preclude class certification.” Id.

23
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Varied Landscape: In re Whirlpool Corp. Front-Loading
Washer Products Liability, 678 F.3d 409 (6th Cir. 2012)
• The Sixth Circuit in In re Whirlpool granted class certification in a case with facts very
similar to those of Sears.
o Defendants again argued that most owners of the models at issue never experienced
mold problems and that Plaintiffs should have to prove liability as to each separate
model.
• The Supreme Court granted certiorari, vacated the judgment and remanded (GVR). 133
S.Ct. 1722 (2013).

24
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Varied Landscape: In re Whirlpool Corp. Front-Loading
Washer Products Liability, 678 F.3d 409 (6th Cir. 2012)
• On remand, the Sixth Circuit, like the Seventh,
distinguished Comcast from cases where the
class is limited to determining liability. 722
F.3d 838 (6th Cir.)
• “[N]o matter how individualized the issue
of damages may be, determining damages
may be reserved for individual treatment
with the question of liability tried as a
class action.” 678 F.3d at 854.

25
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State Courts’ Reactions To Dukes:
States Rejecting Dukes
State

Case

Colorado Jackson v. Unocal Corp., 262 P.3d
874 (Colo. 2011)

Florida

Note
Not explicitly stated but Colorado
has a policy of favoring Class actions
and grants trial courts broad
discretion

Soper v. Tire Kingdom, Inc., 124
So.3d. 804 (Fla. 2013), citing Sosa v.
Safeway Premium Finance Co., 73
So.3d 91 (Fla. 2011).
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States Accepting Dukes
State

Case

Georgia

Georgia-Pacific Consumer Prods. v. Ratner, 2014 WL 3396519
(Ga. 2014)

Kansas

Critchfield Physical Therapy v. The Taranto Grp., Inc., 263 P.3d
767 (Kan. 2011)

Louisiana

Price v. Martin, 79 So.3d 960 (La. 2011)

Montana

Chipman v. Nw. Healthcare Corp., 288 P.3d 193 (Mont. 2012)

Ohio

Stammco L.L.C., et al. v. United Tel. Co. of Ohio, 994 N.E.2d 408
(Ohio 2013)
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State Appellate Courts
Accepting Dukes
State

Case

Kentucky

Huges v. UPS Supply Chain Solutions, Inc., 2013
WL 4779746 (Ky. 2013)

Michigan

Duskin v. Dep’t of Human Servs., 848 N.W.2d 455
(Mich. Ct. App. 2014)

Missouri

Smith v. Missouri Highways and Transp.
Comm’n, 372 S.W.3d 90 (Mo.Ct.App. 2012)

Oklahoma

Fitzgerald v. Chesapeake Operating, Inc., 2014
WL 813861 (Ok.Ct.App. 2014)

Texas

Bliss & Glennon Inc. v. Ashley, 420 S.W.3d 379
(Tx.Ct.App. 2014)

Notes
Highest court
denied review
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State With A Mixed Reaction To Dukes
State
New York

See
Carjona v. Maramont Corp., 2014
WL 2558176 at 8 (N.Y. Sup. 2014)
– New York County case explicitly
rejects Dukes

But see
Cari v. Continental Home Loans, Inc.
2014 WL 3376875 (N.Y. Sup. 2014) –
Nassau County case cites Dukes
favorably
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Implications of Dukes and Its Progeny
• Class certification is more challenging:
• Daubert hearings during class certification
increases costs.
• Plaintiffs need experts capable of proving
Rule 23 requirements.
• Damages must be demonstrable and match
up with the prevailing theory of liability.

• Class certification will likely occur later in the
litigation process, given the need for greater
discovery.
• Plaintiffs can exclude defendants’ experts when
their testimony is used to oppose class
certification. The rigorous analysis standard
applies to defendants’ experts as well as those of
plaintiffs. See, e.g., Neale v. Volvo Cars of North
America, LLC, 2013 WL 785059 (D.N.J. 2013).

30
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Strategies to Achieve Class Certification
• Understand the standard applied to expert testimony at the class certification stage in the
relevant jurisdiction. File in the jurisdiction with the approach most amenable to your
case. Consider state court.
• Limit theories of liability:
• allege only those contaminants that can be shown to have impacted all plaintiffs,
• pinpoint the timeframe during which the alleged release occurred, and
• be aware that the greater the number of defendants involved, the more difficult it may
be to prove commonality.

31
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Strategies to Achieve Class Certification
• Eliminate plaintiffs whose cases are
missing facts, and perhaps file those cases
separately.
• Certify a class for the determination of
liability only. Leave the determination of
damages for individual hearings.
• Delay class certification until sufficient
discovery has been completed.
• Select and prepare experts carefully.
• Challenge defendants’ experts at the class
certification stage.
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Toxic Tort Class Actions: Navigating
Removal, Certification, Daubert
Challenges and More
Jennifer Quinn-Barabanov
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TT Class Actions – Heavily Expert-Dependent
 Typical subjects of expert testimony
– Exposed geographic area or population
– Dose/level of exposure
– Causation: whether the level of exposure is capable of causing
alleged injury
– Feasibility of a classwide remedy
• methodology for calculating property damage on a classwide basis
• availability of a classwide medical monitoring regimen

– Source of alleged contamination
• multiple potential sources, naturally occurring substances

 Defendant opposing certification will argue
– Variations among proposed class members require individualized
determinations
– Claims not subject to common proof
– These arguments also likely depend on expert testimony

www.steptoe.com
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Experts in TT Class Actions After Dukes
 No question
– Heightened scrutiny is benefitting defendants
• Pre-certification Daubert challenges filed in two federal toxic tort class
actions since Dukes
• Both applied full-blown Daubert scrutiny
• Certification denied in both

Image Source: Google Images
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Experts in TT Class Actions After Dukes
 Cannon v. BP Prods. N. Am., Inc., No. 3:10-CV-00622, 2013
WL 5514284, at *16 (S.D. Tex. September 30, 2013)
– Property damage case involving emissions from a large refinery
that had operated for decades
– Property valuation expert, Dr. Simons – methodologies:
– Simons’ methodologies for assessing classwide damages
• Real estate trends analysis (comparing changes in the property values
of the class area and several control communities)
• Hedonic regression analysis (which attempted to isolate the impact of
BP refinery emissions, as opposed to other variables, on property
values)
• Contingent valuation analysis (based on surveys designed to determine
how property owners’ buying decisions would be impacted by the alleged
contamination)

www.steptoe.com
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Experts in TT Class Actions After Dukes
 Cannon v. BP Prods. N. Am., Inc. 2013 WL 5514284
– Daubert motion granted on the basis of the following methodological
flaws:
• Impermissible disconnect between Dr. Simons’ damage theory (impact of generic
contamination) and the proposed class definition (based only upon exposure to SO2)
• Improper assumption that SO2 levels were higher in the proposed class area than in the
control communities, disproved by Defendant’s expert. Invalidated the real estate
trends and hedonic regression analyses that depended upon comparisons between the
class area and controls
• Flawed regression analysis – failed to control for other variables (e.g., effects of a
hurricane)
• Contingent valuation analysis: (a) survey participants not informed that their
communities had comparable or worse levels of contamination than those in the
hypothetical scenarios they were asked to evaluate; and (b) hypothetical scenarios in
survey included facts (e.g., distance from the refinery) which differed from the factual
circumstances of many class members

www.steptoe.com
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Experts in TT Class Actions After Dukes
 Cannon v. BP Prods. N. Am., Inc. 2013 WL 5514284
– Held
• “Left without a formulaic causation and damages model, plaintiffs are unable
to show that questions of law or fact common to the class predominate over
individual ones, as is required by Rule 23(b)(3).”
• Motion for class certification denied

www.steptoe.com
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Experts in TT Class Actions After Dukes
 Coleman v. Union Carbide Corp., No. 2:11-0366, 2013 US Dist.
LEXIS 140613 (S.D. W.Va. Sept. 30, 2013)
– Proposed class of approximately 8500 people seeking medical
monitoring for more than 30 diseases

– Based upon alleged long-term exposures to airborne emissions from a
metal production facility
– Alleged exposure to toxic substances (many of them naturally
occurring) over a period of several decades, during which the products
produced and processes used at the plant varied significantly and the
operator changed multiple times

www.steptoe.com
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Experts in TT Class Actions After Dukes
 Coleman v. Union Carbide Corp., No. 2:110366, 2013 US Dist. LEXIS 140613
– Defendants challenged two exposure experts
offered as common proof of “significant
exposure”
• Air modeler: current and historic exposures
Image Source: Google Images

• Engineer: conducted soil and residential sampling
to help map the “radius of impact” of plant
emissions

www.steptoe.com
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Experts in TT Class Actions After Dukes
 Coleman v. Union Carbide Corp., No. 2:11-0366, 2013 US Dist.
LEXIS 140613
– Air modeler excluded based on numerous flaws typical of plaintiffs’ efforts
to model long-term exposures
• “Did not attempt to model present or historical . . . exposures by actual
members of the putative classes”
• Cherry picked highest recorded exposure levels, which court characterized as a
“regulatory-based approach . . . designed to produce a hypothetical and
prospective worst case scenario” for the purpose of protecting public safety,
rather than to estimate the actual exposure allegedly experienced by the
proposed class
• Improperly relied upon alleged exceedances of regulatory levels as a threshold
for harm/impact
• Rather than modeling changes in plant operation over time, improperly used
“the far simpler, but inherently unreliable, approach of assuming current day
operations existed essentially unchanged historically”

www.steptoe.com
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Experts in TT Class Actions After Dukes
 Coleman v. Union Carbide Corp., No. 2:11-0366, 2013 US Dist.
LEXIS 140613
– Engineer excluded based upon
• reliance upon excluded testimony of air modeler
– “house of cards” effect
Image Source: Google Images

• inability to validly extrapolate from the limited sampling conducted to the
entire class area
• failure to rule out other industrial operations in the area as the source of the
alleged contamination

– Court concluded class could not be certified in light of excluded
testimony, but included alternate holding that proposed medical
monitoring class did not meet Rule 23(b) requirements

www.steptoe.com
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Practical Litigation Tips
 How much does it matter whether Daubert or “Daubert-lite”
applies?
– Not as much as you would think
– Court rulings have gone both ways under each standard

 Outside 7th & 11th Circuits – be prepared for potential stalemate
– Courts tend to hedge their bets on the applicable standard
• Inadmissible even under Zurn standard
– Fosmire v. Progressive Max Ins. Co., 277 F.R.D. 624, 629 (W.D. Wash. 2011)
– Cholakyan v. Mercedes Benz USA LLC, 281 F.R.D. 534, 543 n.72 (C.D. Cal. 2012)

• Admissible even under Daubert
– Neale v. Volvo Cars of N. Am., LLC, 2013 WL 785056 (D. N.J. March 1, 2012)

www.steptoe.com
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Practical Litigation Tips
 Timing of motion to exclude may have as much or greater impact on
the “rigor” of scrutiny than the applicable standard
– Zurn: “Daubert-lite” standard
• Based upon 8th Circuit’s characterization of the litigation as in a relatively early
stage, “before merits discovery has even commenced.” 644 F.3d at 612

– Several courts have acknowledged the Zurn standard, but distinguished it
where discovery was substantially complete
• E.g., Stone v. Advance Am., 278 F.R.D. 562, 566 (S.D. Cal. 2011) (“[T]his case
is at an advanced stage . . . the pretrial conference is imminent. The court
conducts a full Daubert analysis now to avoid a duplicative motion in limine.”)
• Cholakyan, 281 F.R.D. at 543 n.53

www.steptoe.com
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Practical Litigation Tips
 Importance of timing
– Zurn: a sliding scale
• Increasingly rigorous depending on status of discovery
• As discovery nears completion, the difference between the Daubert and
Zurn approaches could narrow and even disappear

 Impact of bifurcated class and merits discovery
– Zurn, 644 F. 3d at 612-13 (defendant requested the bifurcated
discovery that “resulted in a limited record at the class certification
stage, preventing the kind of full and conclusive Daubert inquiry . . . [it]
later requested.”)
– Factor to consider in deciding whether to seek bifurcation

www.steptoe.com
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Practical Litigation Tips
 Timing: What about bifurcated class and merits discovery?
– Challenging party – narrow focus of inquiry
• Not status of discovery generally
• Argue that the party proffering the expert has had an opportunity for
full discovery on the relevant issue to increase the likelihood of
successful exclusion
– See Fosmire, 277 F.R.D. at 631 (excluding expert under Zurn where expert
failed to analyze information already produced in discovery)

– Big picture: Neither Dukes nor Comcast decided on the basis of
a Daubert challenge
• Not common proof – failed (a)(2)
• Failed (b)(3) predominance
• Expert testimony not relevant

– Good news: Tremendous flexibility

www.steptoe.com
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Using Dukes Against Property Damage Classes
A split record: In the wake of Dukes, many proposed property damage
classes have been rejected, but some certified. A partial scoreboard:
Class Rejected

Class Certified

Parko v. Shell Oil Co. et al., Nos. 8023 & 8024
(7th Cir. January 17, 2014), overruling Parko v.
Shell Oil Co., Civ. No. 12-336-GPM (S.D. Ill.,
September 13, 2013)

Greene v. Will, 2012 WL 412406 (N.D. Ind.,
January 29, 2013)

Gates v. Rohm & Haas Co., 655 F. 3d 255 (3d Cir.
2011)

In re Oil Spill by the Oil Rig “Deep Water
Horizon,” 2012 WL 6652608 (E.D. La. 2012)
(settlement class, but overruling objections)

Powell v. Tosh, 2013 WL 4418531 (W.D. Ky.
2013), decertifying a class originally certified, 280
F.R.D. (W.D. Ky. 2013)

LeBlanc v. Texas Brine Co., LLC, C.A. No. 122059 C/W 12-2246, 12-2354, 12-2363 (May 28,
2013 E.D. La.)

Ginardi v. Frontier Gas Services, LLC, 2012 WL
1377052 (S.D. Ark. 2012)

www.steptoe.com
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Using Dukes Against Property Damage Classes
 Property damage classes rejected
– Cases seeking money damages must proceed under 23(b)(3), so
there must be commonality and the common issues must predominate
• Bar for commonality raised by Dukes
• Predominance traditionally a more stringent requirement

– Typical theories of liability: Negligence, nuisance, trespass

 Attacks on Commonality/Predominance
– Daubert challenges to experts
– Variation among plaintiffs/properties
• Exposure – Challenges of long-term exposures
• Nuisance – Inherently individualized?

www.steptoe.com
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Using Dukes Against Property Damage Classes
 Possible trend: Cases holding that nuisance allegations require
individualized inquiry as to use and enjoyment of the land, and defeats
commonality and predominance
– Powell v. Tosh, 2013 WL 4418531 (W.D. Ky. 2013)
– Henry v. Dow Chemical Co., 2011 WL 3269118 (Mich. Cir. Ct. Saginaw 2011)
 Significance?
– Plaintiffs still have other causes of action available

– Would absence of a nuisance claim complicate plaintiffs’ damages analysis?
• Quantification at class stage not required
• BUT Comcast requires a correspondence between theory of liability and injury/type of harm
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Commonality & Property Damage Classes
 Gates v. Rohm and Haas Co., 655 F.3d 255 (3d Cir. 2011)
– Hybrid Medical monitoring and property damage case
– Airborne exposure
• Plaintiffs offered isopleths and a derivative exposure assessment
• Isopleths were based on average data, not minimum data establishing a
threshold

– Held: Not common proof
• “Plaintiffs cannot substitute evidence of exposure of actual class members
with evidence of hypothetical, composite persons in order to gain class
certification . . . The evidence here is not ‘common’ because it is not shared
by all (possibly even most) individuals in the class. Averages or communitywide estimations would not be probative of any individual’s claim because any
one class member may have an exposure level well above or below the
average.” 655 F.3d at 266 (emphasis added).

 Not a Daubert challenge
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Resistance to Dukes in a Property Damage Class
 Parko v. Shell Oil Co., 295 F.R.D. 279 (S.D. Ill. 2013)
– Proposed class for property damage (and medical monitoring) from 90
years of operations at an oil refinery by multiple owners
– Defendants challenged:
• Standing – offered expert report showing not all class members affected by contamination
• Commonality/predominance

– Class certified
• Standing: Court held injury was properly alleged, whether had actually occurred was a merits
question
• Commonality: “Plaintiffs do raise a common question: did Defendants’ failure to contain
petroleum byproduct at the refinery result in contamination . . . If the answer is ‘yes’ then each
property owner will have to show to what extent contamination damaged him . . . This does not
destroy commonality.”
• Predominance: Court apparently willing to find based on assertion that “common evidence and
methodology” will be used, without requiring specifics
– A class generally defined by geography instead of specific exposure adequate
– Judicial economy of a joint trial outweighs any individualized issues
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Resistance to Dukes - Parko
 Certification overturned on FRCP 23(f) appeal: Parko v. Shell Oil Co.
et al., 739 F.3d 1083 (7th Cir. 2014) (Judge Posner)
– Questioned whether Plaintiffs had identified a common issue
• Plaintiffs cited regulatory limits for drinking water, but groundwater under homes was not drunk

– Criticized district judge for treating predominance as a pleading standard
• “Mere assertion by class counsel that common issues predominate is not enough.”

– Judge should have “investigated the realism of plaintiffs’ injury and damage
model” and taken evidence on questions re: commonality/predominance
– Specifically reaffirmed prior case certifying class in contaminated drinking
water property damage case involving a single defendant and a single
source (Mejdrech v. Met-Coil Sys. Corp., 319 F.3d 910 (7th Cir. 2003))
– Noted that Parko plaintiffs had not presented any theory or evidence of
connection between property damage and the leaks or particular
Defendants
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Roadmap for Future Disagreements
 Why do Butler/Glazer washer cases matter for toxic tort class
actions?
– “No injury” class actions
– Avoid the question of whether the class has experienced a common
injury by:
• Treating injury as a merits question – whether class’ claim will prevail
• Isolating the injury issue by certifying a class for liability purposes only,
leaving injury to be determined through some future, unspecified process
that theoretically (but not practically) allows for individualized inquiries

– Example - Parko
• Lower court decision cited Butler as support for its certification decision
• Judge Posner’s opinion reversing – still unhelpful
– “To require the district judge to determine whether each of the 150 members of the
class has sustained an injury—on the theory that if 140 have not . . . certification
should be denied — would make the class certification process unworkable . . . The
defendants . . . ask[] us to put the cart before the horse. How many (if any) of the
class members have a valid claim is the issue to be determined after the class is
certified.”
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Roadmap for Future Disagreements
 Class Rule 23(c)(4) issue classes
– Language of Rule 23 provides for issue classes: “Particular Issues:
When appropriate, an action may be brought or maintained as a class
action with respect to particular issues.”
– Post-Dukes decisions have certified classes for liability only under this
provision. E.g., McReynolds v. Merrill Lynch, 672 F.3d 482 (7th Cir.
2012); US v. City of New York, 276 F.R.D. 22 (E.D. N.Y. 2011).
• Environmental tort damages cases included. Greene v. Will, No. 3:09 CV510-PPS/CAN
(S.D. Ind. January 29, 2013).

– Compare Castano v. American Tobacco, 84 F.3d 734 (5th Cir. 1996).
Issue classes are only allowed if the overall case first is appropriate
for certification under all the elements of Rule 23(a) and (b)
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Roadmap for Future Disagreements
 Gates ruled that standard was not met
 Responsibility for the release of chemicals was proposed as a
Rule 23(c)(4) class issue - but . . .
– It would not significantly advance the case, where the extent of
contamination, individual exposures of class members, and any
damages had to be determined individually - more generally . . .
– Where significant and complex issues remain after issue classes are
certified, the issue classes are inappropriate
– If individual issues are intertwined with the proposed issue class,
certification is inappropriate
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Roadmap for Future Disagreements
 Class Rule 23(c)(4) issue classes
– Arguments against issue classes:
• Plain language of rule
• “Hiding an elephant in a mouse hole” – Rule 23(c)(4) could not have been
meant to negate the basic requirements of the rule
• Economy and efficiency as required in doubt
• Procedural fairness in doubt - due process?
• 7th Amendment question – different juries deciding overlapping questions in
the same case
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Medical Monitoring Overview
 Recognized in more than a dozen states, including several
judicial “hellholes” (e.g., CA, WV)
– NY recently decided not to do so, Caronia v. Phillip Morris, Inc., 5
N.E.2d 11 (N.Y. 2013)

 Typical elements
– significant exposure
– to a hazardous substance
– as a result of a defendant’s tortious conduct
– which has proximately caused a significantly increased risk
– of serious, latent disease
– made it reasonably necessary regular, diagnostic medical testing that
would have been unnecessary without the exposure
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Medical Monitoring Pre-Dukes
 Traditional debate as to whether claims could be certified under
(b)(2) or were only potentially eligible under (b)(3)
– Resolution turned on whether claim characterized as “equitable” relief or
a form of damages
• Most cases held in favor of plaintiffs, equitable relief, potentially certifiable under
(b)(2)
– E.g., Day v. NLO, Inc., 144 F.R.D. 330, 335–36 (S.D. Ohio 1992), rev'd on other grounds,
5 F.3d 154 (6th Cir. 1993), Yslava v. Hughes Aircraft Co., 845 F. Supp. 705, 713 (D. Ariz.
1993); Craft v. Vanderbilt Univ., 174 F.R.D. 396, 406 (M.D. Tenn. 1996) (citing cases)

• A few notable exceptions
– Zinser v. Accufix Research Inst., Inc., 253 F.3d 1180, 1196, amended, 273 F.3d 1266 (9th
Cir. 2001)
–
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Medical Monitoring Pre-Dukes
 Traditional debate as to whether claims could be certified under
(b)(2) or were only potentially eligible under (b)(3)
 Significant because (b)(2) class is “mandatory”
– Ordinarily no opportunity to opt out

 (b)(2) certification attractive to plaintiffs because
– Avoids notice required by (b)(3) and associated costs
– Maximizes potential size of class/leverage/potential magnitude of
recovery

– Maximizes plaintiffs’ attorneys’ potential fees
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Medical Monitoring Pre-Dukes
 Certification faced significant obstacles
 Challenges in offering common proof
– Exposure/Dose/Risk
– Medical monitoring that would not be required absent exposure
• Pre-existing risk factors that would have warranted testing anyway
• Test inadvisable because of individualized health issues
• Manifestation of disease made monitoring moot

– Plaintiffs’ usual work around: Propose that “program” be adapted to
individual needs
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Medical Monitoring Certification Pre-Dukes
 Every federal appellate court that had examined a proposed medical
monitoring class prior to Dukes refused certification
– Barnes v. Am. Tobacco Co., 161 F.3d 127 (3d Cir. 1998), cert. denied, 526
US 1114 (1999)
– Ball v. Union Carbide Corp., 385 F.3d 713, 728 (6th Cir. 2004)
– In re St. Jude Med., Inc., 425 F.3d 1116, 1120 (8th Cir. 2005), reh’g denied,
522 F.3d 836 (8th Cir. 2008)
– Zinser v. Accufix Research Inst., Inc., 253 F.3d 1180, 1196, amended, 273
F.3d 1266 (9th Cir. 2001)
– Boughton v. Cotter Corp., 65 F.3d 823 (10th Cir. 1995)
– Rhodes v. E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., 636 F.3d 88, 98-100 (refusing to
revisit denial of certification on jurisdictional grounds) (4th Cir. 2011)
– **Baker v. Chevron USA, Inc., Nos. 11-4369; 12-3995, 2013 US App. LEXIS
16219, at *42-48 (6th Cir. Aug. 2, 2013) (**NOT a class action; affirming
dismissal based on lack on individual exposure data)
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Impact of Dukes on Medical Monitoring
Classes
 Dukes has made it even more difficult to certify medical claims
for four reasons . . .
1. Increased scrutiny of expert testimony
• Medical monitoring is especially vulnerable because:
– Risk of latent disease is often attributed to long-term or long-past exposures that are
difficult to model
– Long-term exposures likely to be less common across a population

2. Raised the bar for commonality
3. Tightened requirements for (b)(2) certification – “indivisible remedy”
• “Rule 23(b)(2) applies only when a single injunction or declaratory judgment
would provide relief to each member of the class. It does not authorize
class certification when each individual class member would be
entitled to a different injunction or declaratory judgment against the
defendant.” Dukes, 131 S. Ct. at 2557 (emphasis added)
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Impact of Dukes on Medical Monitoring
Classes
 Dukes has made it even more difficult to certify medical claims
for four reasons . . .
4. Calling the traditional characterization of medical monitoring as
injunctive, as opposed to monetary relief, into question
• Rule 23 (b)(2) only applies to injunctions and declaratory relief
– Whether requested relief is “equitable” is irrelevant
» Dukes, 131 S. Ct. at 2560 (Rule 23(b)(2)) “does not speak of ‘equitable’ remedies
generally but of injunctions and declaratory judgments . . . [B]ackpay is neither.”)
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Post-Dukes Medical Monitoring Cases
Granted

Denied

Donovan v. Philip Morris USA,
Inc., Civil Action No. 06-122234,
2012 WL 957633 (D. Mass.
Mar. 21, 2012)

Gates v. Rohm and Haas Co.,
655 F.3d 255, 275 (3d Cir. 2011)

Coleman v. Union Carbide Corp.,
No. 2:11-0366, 2013 US Dist.
LEXIS 140613 (S.D. W.Va.
Sept. 30, 2013)
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Medical Monitoring: On life support …
 Gates v. Rohm and Haas Co., 655 F.3d 255 (3d
Cir. 2011)
– Questioned whether medical monitoring claims could
ever be certified under (b)(2)
• “Medical monitoring cannot be easily categorized as
injunctive or monetary relief.”
• “In light of the Supreme Court’s recent decision in WalMart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes . . . we question whether the
kind of medical monitoring sought here can be certified
under Rule 23(b)(2) but we do not reach the issue.”

– Need to tailor program to individual class members
ran afoul of “indivisible” remedy requirement for (b)(2)
certification under Dukes
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Image Source: Google Images

Medical Monitoring: On life support …
 Coleman, 2013 US Dist. LEXIS 140613
– Alternate holding: Proposed medical monitoring class failed Rule 23(b)
requirements
– Expressed doubts about whether a medical monitoring claim can ever
be subject to classwide proof, noting that the “individual nature of the
medical monitoring elements of significant exposure and significantly
increased risk present inestimable problems from a manageability
perspective, not to mention the individual nature of ascertaining” the
application of any defenses. 2013 US Dist. LEXIS 140613, at *119-120
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Medical Monitoring: On life support …
 Coleman, 2013 US Dist. LEXIS 140613
– Proposed class was defined to include residents of the allegedly
affected area who “have not been diagnosed with an illness or disease
that may be attributed to exposure to the chemicals, contaminants, or
hazardous substances released from [the plant].” 2013 US Dist. LEXIS
at *13. Plaintiffs’ medical monitoring expert testified that persons who
should be excluded on this basis would be identified after the class was
certified. Id. at * 119
– Coleman rejected this approach, reasoning that: “This subjective,
individualized, and frankly overwhelming, protocol plainly results in
objectively unascertainable classes.” Id.
• See Marcus v. BMW of N. Am., Inc., 687 F.3d 583, 593 (3d Cir. 2012) (plaintiff
must show, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the class is “currently
and readily ascertainable based on objective criteria.”)
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. . . . But not dead yet?
 Donovan v. Philip Morris USA, Inc., 2012 WL 957633 (D. Mass.
March 21, 2012)
– Post-Dukes motion to decertify class
– Mature case; retired judge
– Type of CT machine required for test allegedly not widely available
– More like a clinic (staff, machinery) than a reimbursement fund
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Dukes Deterring Medical Monitoring Claims?
 Two of the approximately ten post-Dukes toxic tort cases
included medical monitoring claims when initially filed, but the
plaintiffs ultimately elected not to seek certification of those
claims
– Mays v. Tennessee Valley Auth., 274 F.R.D. 614 (2011)
– Parko, 2013 US Dist. LEXIS 125188
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Remaining Challenges Cy Pres and Class Action Settlements
 Cy Pres distributions in class action settlements
– The question – what to do with left over settlement funds

– The Legal Doctrine – “As near as possible”
– Use on the rise
– Alternatives
• Redistribution of leftover to the class claimants
• Reversion to the defendant
• Escheat to the state
Image Source: http://www.history.com/news/ask-history/where-did-the-dollar-sign-come-from
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Remaining Challenges Cy Pres and Class Action Settlements
 Cy Pres under fire
– Awards should not go to non-case parties
– Potential under-compensation of class members
– Judicial involvement inappropriate
– Built-in conflicts between class counsel and the class
– An incentive to not fully notify and not fully represent the class
– A way to inflate fee awards without inflating class recovery
– See Klier v. Elf Atochem, 658 F.3d 468(5th Cir. 2011) (overturning cy pres
distribution of unused medical monitoring settlement funds)
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Remaining Challenges Cy Pres and Class Action Settlements
 Dubious constitutionality
– Involving the judiciary in a process that goes way beyond Article III
– Violating separation of powers through civil procedure – a compensatory
remedial structure becomes something else - private assessment of civil
penalties and judicial policy making
– Undermines the rights of plaintiffs to fully recover, by incentivizing their
lawyers to compromise for their own gain - better pay… for less effort
– See M. Redish et al., “Cy Pres Relief and Pathologies of the Modern
Class Action: A Normative and Empirical Analysis,” 62 Fla. L. Rev 617
(2010)

 But be careful what you wish for - benefits of Cy Pres awards
– Imparts more flexibility to get a deal done

– Extra payments more palatable
– Public relations benefits
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Remaining Challenges Cy Pres and Class Action Settlements
 Is Cy Pres going to the Supreme Court?
– Marek v. Lane, No. 571 US ___, 134 S.Ct. 8 (2013)
– Plaintiffs’ lawyers $3M, Class $0; approximately $6.5M to charity
– Settlement upheld, cert denied
– But Chief Justice Roberts comments: This case too fact specific, but Cy
Pres needs review. “In a suitable case, this Court may need to clarify the
limits on the use of such remedies.” His issues:
• Is this form of relief appropriate in any circumstances?
• Is it constitutional?
• If it is to be applied, how can it be done fairly?

• Is a nexus to the class necessary and how is it to be determined?
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Remaining Challenges - CAFA
 Courts typically enforce CAFA’s plain language re: minimum
requirements – 100 plaintiffs, $5M in damages & joint trial
 Multiple complaints making the same allegations, each with fewer
than 100 plaintiffs are not mass actions under CAFA, if a joint trial
not specifically requested
 Scimone v. Carnival Corp., 720 F.3d 876 (11th Cir. 2013)

 Glimmers of hope for defendants
– Freeman v. Blue Ridge Paper, 551 F.3d 405 (6th Cir. 2008)
• Five filed actions with each under 100 plaintiffs; each alleging $4.9
million, removal upheld
– Atwell v. Boston Scientific, 740 F.3d 1160 (8th Cir. 2013)
• Plaintiffs’ proposed case management order was equivalent to a
“Request for Joint Trial”
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Remaining Challenges - CAFA
 Standard Fire Ins. Co. v. Knowles, 133 S. Ct. 1345 (2013)
– Lower courts approved plaintiff counsel stipulations to keep damages
below federal jurisdictional thresholds. See, e.g., Rolwing v. Nestle
Holdings, Inc., 666 F.3d 1069 (8th Cir. 2012)
– SCOTUS reversed – plaintiffs’ counsel cannot bind non-present class
members
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Remaining Challenges - CAFA
– Parens Patriae actions
• Lead paint
• Tobacco
• Climate change
• Oil spills, other releases

– Plaintiff lawyer/attorney general collaborations - private suits follow
and benefit - double recoveries
– Mississippi Ex Rel. Hood v. AU Optronics, Inc., US Sup. Ct. No. 121036 (January 14, 2014)
• A Parens Patriae suit where the state is only plaintiff is not a CAFA mass
action and cannot be removed
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